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Two-dimensional spatial distribution modeling of sprinkler irrigation
Irrigation can provide significant agronomic and financial returns on agricultural activity. The maximization of the
benefits obtained from irrigation depends, among other factors, on the water use efficiency, which is intrinsically
related to application uniformity. For the sprinkler method, the irrigation uniformity assessment is based on results of
labor-intensive field tests in which the two-dimensional water distribution pattern is measured in a grid of catch cans.
The aim of this study was to evaluate a simplified methodology for determining the irrigation uniformity using water
depth distribution data of a single sprinkler head in operation, positioned at the intersection of two diagonal alignments
containing regularly spaced catch cans. Three methods to simulate the spatial water distribution on the alignments
were evaluated: linear interpolation (LI), cubic spline (SC) and second-degree polynomial regression (PR). Each of
these methods were associated with a procedure to calculate the two-dimensional spatial water distribution. The
adequacy of the LI and SC modeling methods was verified by using the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (p-value < 0.05)
applied to the data of the field tests. Mean values of the coefficient of efficiency equals to 0.771 and 0.785 were
obtained for the LI and SC methods, respectively.  The PR method underperformed the others.
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INTRODUCTION
Irrigation technology can provide significant benefits
to crop yield, production quality and financial return. It
turns feasible the agricultural activities in periods of high
risk of production losses associated to insufficient or ir-
regular rainfall. On the other hand, irrigation imposes the
main demand for water resources among the multiple uses
of water in Brazil (ANA, 2018), which indicates the
importance of seeking high efficiencies.
For the irrigation project designing, it is necessary to
define the percentage of adequately irrigated area (Pa),
which corresponds to the percentage of the irrigated area
that received a water depth equal to or greater than the
net irrigation depth (d
n
) in each irrigation, after discounting
the evaporation and wind drift losses. The d
n
 is the net
irrigation depth needed to raise the soil water content to
the field capacity.
The distribution efficiency associated to a Pa value
(DE
Pa
) is the ratio between d
n
 and the average irrigation
depth received by the soil or crop. The more uniform the
water application, the higher the DE
Pa
, the lower the loss
through deep percolation and the smaller the water deficit
in the fraction of the irrigated land area that received an
irrigation depth lower than d
n
 (Keller & Bliesner, 2000).
Therefore, high irrigation uniformity is an essential factor
for obtaining high irrigation efficiency and, consequently,
greater crop response to irrigation (Darko et al., 2017; El-
Wahed et al., 2015; Mantovani et al., 1995). Efforts to
improve the irrigation uniformity provide better effects
on the crop yield and on the financial return compared to
increasing the amount of applied water, specially in
regions with water scarcity (Nascimento et al., 2019).
Among sprinkler irrigation methods, classical
sprinklers systems (fixed or hand-move lateral systems)
are widely used in different regions of Brazil (ANA, 2017).
The technical literature addresses different possibilities
for carrying out catch-can tests to evaluate the irrigation
uniformity of classical methods (Kara et al., 2008; Keller
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& Bliesner, 2000; Salvatierra-Bellido et al., 2018). Tests
can be done with one isolated sprinkler head, with one
irrigation lateral or with four sprinklers heads (two on each
adjacent irrigation lateral) operating concurrently.
When the field test is carried out with a single operating
sprinkler head, simulations of overlapping effects can be
performed by varying the spacing between the sprinklers
heads on the same irrigation lateral (S1), and between the
irrigation laterals (S2). In the usual method, catch cans are
commonly spaced in the field in 2 m x 2 m or 3 m x 3 m
mesh, although closest catch cans mesh can be used.
The sprinkler head is positioned in the center of the mesh.
In this procedure, a high number of catch cans is
necessary, which increases as the spacing between catch
cans decreases, the test area increases or sprinkler heads
with longer jet reach are tested. Therefore, the usual field
tests for sprinkler irrigation uniformity is labor and time-
consuming (Zhang et al., 2018), which has motivated the
development of alternative methods (Maroufpoor et al.,
2019). The arrangement of catch cans in radial lines has
been used in tests under indoor conditions performed in
laboratories (Fordjour et al., 2020; Issaka et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2018). Methods that require the use of catch
cans arranged only in some alignments of the test area
would allow a significant reduction in the number of cans,
providing savings in time and financial resources. In
addition, this simplified procedure could be adapted to
other irrigation methods, such as center pivot and
microsprinkler, for estimating the two-dimensional spatial
water distribution in a circular area.
The objective of this study was to evaluate a simplified
methodology to assess the irrigation uniformity by using
water depth data obtained from catch cans placed in two
diagonal alignments having a single sprinkler head located
in its intersection. Three alternative methods to simulate
the two-dimensional water distribution are proposed in
this study.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The field tests were carried out in an experimental area
of Embrapa Milho e Sorgo (Brazilian Agricultural Research
Corporation), coordinates 19º 27' 19.18" S; 44º 10’ 19.62"
W; altitude 727 m, from January 29 to February 13, 2019.
Data on temperature, relative humidity and wind speed
were recorded by a Davis Vantage Pro2 - 6152 weather
station installed in an area adjacent to the experiment.
Twenty-nine tests were carried out using five different
models of sprinkler heads:
· ASP1 - Rain Bird 14070H, nozzle 106 1314 NOZ, SBN -
3V (2 tests for each pressure of 300; 350 and 400 kPa).
· ASP2 - Rain Bird 14070H, nozzle SBN - 3, RNG - 30/40,
10584216 (2 tests for each pressure of 300 and 400 kPa
and 1 test with the pressure of 350 kPa).
· ASP3 - Rain Bird, model Pop-Up 7005, nozzle number 8 (2
tests for each pressure of 300, 350 and 400 kPa).
· ASP4 – Sime, model Ibis mini-gun full circle, nozzles 5
and 6 mm (2 tests for each pressure of 350, 400 and 450
kPa).
· ASP5 - Fabrimar (Plastic) A232, nozzles 4 and 3 mm (2
tests for each pressure of 300, 350 and 400 kPa).
The one-hour duration tests were carried out at
different times along the day varying from 8:00 am and
3:30 pm. In each test a unique sprinkler head was installed
at the top of 1.5 m rising tubes. An irrigation evaluation
Fabrimar brand kit was used to measure the water
distribution of the operating sprinkler head. Catch cans
placed at the top of a 0.7 m aluminum rod were distributed
in 3 m x 3 m mesh. The mesh of 144 catch cans, each
located in the center of a cell, occupied a square area with
side lengths equal to 36 m (Figure 1).
Immediately after the one-hour test, the water collected
in each catch-can was measured using a graduated cylinder
specifically calibrated for the cans. The readings were
already in millimeters.
An alternative methodology is proposed to obtain
irrigation depths for each cell of the mesh shown in Figu-
re 1, considering a simplified test in which the catch cans
are installed only along the four alignments on the two
diagonals of the quadrangular area (the two diagonals are
represented by the red-dashed lines). In the configuration
used in this study, six catch cans spaced 4.24 m x 4.24 m
were located on each alignment, which can be seen in
Figure 1. The first can was located at 2.12 m from the
Figure 1: Scheme of the field test arrangement with sprinkler
head located at the center of a 3 m x 3 m catch-can mesh.
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sprinkler head (Figure 1). Thus, the total number of catch
cans (24) used in this alternative methodology
corresponds to 16.7% of what would be necessary in the
usual full grid methodology.
Polar coordinates of the center of each square cell
are required to obtain the irrigation depth values at
these points. The irrigation depth in a specific cell
located in an area between two adjacent alignments
can be estimated by using two values of irrigation
depth measured in these two alignments at the
corresponding distances. For this estimation, the
stronger influence should be exercised by the value
measured on the nearest diagonal. Two steps were used
to model the distribution of irrigation depths. The first
was to get the continuous distribution of irrigation
depths along each alignment. Then, a second procedure
was applied to calculate irrigation depths at points of
the area between the adjacent alignments. Figure 2
shows a scheme in which a cell is located between
alignments 2 and 3, whose center is at a distance D (m)
from the center of the area where the sprinkler head is
located. The line from the center of the cell to the center





respectively, with the anterior and posterior diagonals
(Figure 2).
The estimated irrigation depth for a certain cell (I
SC
,
mm) is the weighted mean of the irrigation depths on the
alignments at the distance D:





 are the angles as indicated in Figure 2; I
DA
(mm) is the irrigation depth (I
D
) estimated for a position
located at the distance D along the anterior diagonal to the
cell (clockwise); and I
DP
 (mm) is the irrigation depth (I
D
)
stimated for the position located at distance D along the





 are obtained by applying one of the equations
2, 3 or 4 to estimate irrigation depths along the alignments
of catch cans. Three methods to calculate I
D
 were evaluated:
linear interpolation (LI), cubic spline (CS) and second-degree
polynomial regression (PR). The first two are numerical
methods for interpolation and the third for smoothing.
For the LI method, a function was developed to
estimate the irrigation depth (I
D
, mm) at a point of the
alignments located at a distance D from the center of the
a a, considering the values measured in the field tests in
positions immediately before (x
i
, m) and after (x
i + 1
, m). The
following equation was used:
                                          (2)
where I
Di
 (mm) and I
Di + 1
 (mm) are the irrigation depths
observed in the catch cans at distance x
i





 < D < x
i + 1
). The ‘i’ index indicates the
position of the six catch cans in the alignments on
diagonals, ranging from 0 to 5.
Similarly, a function was developed for the CS
interpolation method (Equation 3). The second derivative
was set to zero (natural spline) at the initial and final
position (Gerald & Wheatley, 2004), that is, for the closest
catch-can (i = 0) and the most distant catch-can (i = 5) to
the sprinkler head on each diagonal alignment. The
irrigation depth (I
D
) was then calculated:














]. In addition to Equation 3, macros for









based on the procedures described in Gerald & Wheatley
(2004).
The PR method was based on the equation:







 are coefficients of a second-degree
polynomial adjusted to the irrigation depths measured
along the diagonal alignment. The coefficients were
obtained using numerical analysis procedures (Gerald &
Wheatley, 2004) for second-degree polynomial regression.
The resulting curvature of the functions could
generate inconsistent negative irrigation depths when
applying the CS and PR methods, especially for positions
in the diagonal far from the sprinkler head. Thus, a
condition to convert estimated negative irrigation depths
to zero was added for these two methods.
Figure 2: Identification of a cell between alignments 2 and 3 at a
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Three statistics were applied to assess the model
performance: 1 - The error in relation to the observed test
mean (EM, %, Equation 5); 2 - the mean absolute error
(MAE, mm, Equation 6) and; 3 - the modified coefficient
of efficiency (E
1
, dimensionless, Equation 7). These three
statistics were applied in the goodness of fit analysis for
each field test and each modeling method (LI, CS and PR).
The coefficient E
1
 (Legates & McCabe, 1999) was chosen
in this study because it is less sensitive to extreme values
(outliers), compared to the Nash and Sutcliffe’s coeficient
of efficiency (Legates & McCabe, 2013; Willmott et al.,
2012; Willmott et al., 2015). The equations are:
                                                         (5)
                                                             (6)
                                                             (7)
where Ima (mm) is the mean irrigation depth estimated in
each test, resulting from the application of one of the
three methods; Im (mm) is the mean irrigation depth
measured in each field test; Ia (mm) is the irrigation depth
estimated at each cell by applying one of the methods; I
(mm) is the irrigation depth measured in each cell; and N
(120) is the number of cells of the test area subtracted by
the number of cells in the four diagonal alignment (Figure
1). The irrigation depths of the cells located at the
diagonals were recorded in the field tests. Therefore, these
values do not vary according to the method, which
justifies their exclusion of the analyzes. Thus, Ima and Im
are the means of 120 values verified in each test.
The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (Mann & Whitney,
1947; Wilcoxon, 1945; Yue & Wang, 2002) was also applied
for each field test at 5% significance level, under the null
hypothesis that the observed and modelled irrigation
depths have same distribution. This non-parametric test
was chosen due to the non-normality of the irrigation
depths data distribution in each test, previously verified
by the Lilliefors test at 5% significance level.
The differences between the Christiansen’ uniformity
coefficient (CUC, %) obtained with irrigation depths
observed in the field tests and the CUC determined using
irrigation depths estimated by one of the proposed methods
were also compared. Simulations of CUC values were
performed considering four sprinkler heads spaced 18 m x
18 m, by applying the equation 8 (El-Wahed et al., 2015;
Maroufpoor et al., 2019):
                                       (8)
where Y
j
 is equivalent to Ij or Iaj and Ym is equal to Im or
Ima, depending on whether observed or estimated values
were used in the calculations, respectively. Nt is equal to
144, considering all the cells in the area between four
sprinkler heads.
Linear regression was also applied to directly compa-
re the datasets of observed and estimated irrigation
depths. In addition, the spatial distribution of absolute
errors (AE = |Ia - I|) and the distribution of the relative
errors to the means (RE, %) of each test were also studied.
RE was added to the set of performance statistics due to
the indication of proportionality in relation to the observed
mean of each field test. The occurrence of null irrigation
depths prevents the calculation of errors in relation to the
values observed in each cell. The RE was calculated by
applying the equation:
                                                         (9)
The total data set from the 29 field tests was used to
obtain the AE and RE distributions and to perform the line-
ar regression. The DecisionTools Suite version 7.5 software
(Palisade Corporation, 2016) was applied to study the
probability distributions of the statistics. The software R
(R Core Team, 2019) version 4.0.2 was used to process the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, to plot surface charts for
the spatial distribution of AE and to build the boxplots of
EM, MAE, E
1
, CUC differences and RE. Boxplots will have
the standard presentation, showing the median value (solid
horizontal line inside the box), mean value (black dots inside
the box), the 25th (the lower end of the box) and 75th (the
upper end of the box) percentile values, and the open dots
indicate outliers. The upper whisker in boxplots shows the
lowest value between the maximum value of the studied
variable or the value of Q
3 
+ 1.5(IQR), where Q
3
 is the value
of the studied variable at the 25th percentile and IQR is the
interquartile range. The lower whisker in boxplots shows
the highest value between the minimum value of the studied
variable or the value of Q
1 
- 1.5(IQR), where Q
1
 is the value
of the studied variable at the 25th percentile. The
computational procedures for applying the methods were
implemented in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets including the
use of macros written in Visual Basic.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of results grouped by tests
The averages of wind speed, temperature and relative
humidity were 1.6 m s-1, 28.6 oC and 55.6%, respectively, in
the field tests. The coefficients of variation were 35%,
11% and 25%, respectively, for wind speed, temperature,
and relative humidity. The mean irrigation depths recorded
in each one of the 29 tests carried out with only one
sprinkler head varied from 1.6 to 2.7 mm. Considering the
whole dataset, the mean and median of the irrigation depth
were 2.1 mm and the coefficient of variation was 16.4%.
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Boxplots for the EM, MAE, E
1
, and p-values of the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test are presented in Figure 3.
These results indicate a slightly better performance of CS
method compared to LI. The PR method performed worse
than the other two.
The mean irrigation depth at the canopy level (Im),
after subtracting the losses due to evaporation and wind
drift, is a fundamental factor for the irrigation assessment
and to define the irrigation time. This highlights the
importance of EM statistic to assesses the performance
of the methods. Mean EM of 3.4%, 1.0% and 4.9% were
obtained for the LI, CS and PR methods, respectively; the
medians of EM were 3.3%, 0.1% and 4.9%, respectively,
for the LI, CS and PR methods (Figure 3A). The maximum
(13.4%) and minimum (-11.4%) EM were obtained for the
PR method. The smallest amplitude of EM was found for
the CS method. The EM equivalent to the 90th percentile
was 10.9%, 6.6% and 13.0%, respectively, for the LI, CS
and PR. For the 10th percentile, EM of -2.4%, -4.7% and -
2.6% were obtained for the LI, CS and PR methods,
respectively.
Similar distributions of MAE for the 29 tests were verified
for the LI and CS methods, that outperformed the PR method
(Figure 3B). The means of MAE, which is slightly higher
than the medians, were 0.40, 0.37 and 0.53 mm, for the LI, CS
and PR methods, respectively. Two upper outliers were
observed for the ASP3 configuration operating at pressure
of 400 kPa irrespective of the three methods used.  These
outliers are due to the significant distortion in the water
distribution pattern and variation of the irrigation depths
collected in the four alignments. For the PR method, a third
higher outlier was obtained for the test of the ASP2
configuration at 400 kPa pressure. Values of 0.52, 0.51 and
0.87 mm were obtained, respectively, for the LI, CS and PR
methods at the 90th percentile of the empirical probability
distributions of MAE.
Figure 3: Boxplots with means (black dots) of EM, MAE, E
1
, and p-value by the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, for the methods
linear interpolation (LI), cubic spline (CS) and second-degree polynomial regression (PR).
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The means of E
1
, lower than the medians, were 0.771;
0.785 and 0.694 for LI, CS and PR methods, respectively
(Figure 3C). A value of 0.785 for E
1
 indicates that the
model could explain 78.5% of the absolute difference
between observed and predicted values (Legates &
McCabe, 2013), a direct interpretation from Equation 7
and applicable to positive values of this index (Willmott
et al., 2015). For 26 of the 29 trials, the highest E
1
 values
were verified for the CS method.  In four tests, the highest
values of E
1
 were verified for the LI method (one tie).
The lowest E
1
 values were obtained with the PR method
in 28 tests and for one test the lowest E
1
 value was
determined for the LI method. The 10th percentile of the
E
1
 values distribution were 0.644, 0.651 and 0.546 for the
LI, CS and PR methods, respectively.
No p-value lower than 0.05 was obtained by applying
the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for the LI method (Fi-
gure 3D). A minimum value of 0.0506 was determined, which
indicated the equivalence between the distributions of
observed and modeled values, at a 5% significance level.
For the CS method, p-values slightly less than 0.05 were
obtained for two tests: one for ASP1 configuration (p-
value = 0.0463) at a pressure of 350 kPa and another for
ASP2 configuration (p-value = 0.0358) at a pressure of
300 kPa. For the PR method, p-values ranging from 0.0023
to 0.0434 were obtained in 12 out of the 29 tests.  P-values
equal to 0.0678; 0.0542 and 0.0093 were obtained for the
10th percentile, respectively, for LI, CS and PR methods.
In the simulations of the distribution of irrigation
depths considering four sprinkler heads spaced 18 m x 18
m, the CUC values for observed data ranged from 71.3%
to 90.8%, with an average of 84.7%. CUC values smaller
than 80% were verified for two tests of the ASP3
configuration, operating at 400 kPa. Figure 4 presents
boxplots for the differences, in percentage points,
between CUC estimated with the three methods, and the
CUC based on the measured data.
The averages obtained for the differences in CUC
were 3.7; 2.9 and 4.8 percentage points, respectively, for
LI, CS and PR methods (Figure 4). For the 10th percentile,
the differences in CUC were -0.3; -1.4 and 1.3 percentage
points, respectively, for LI, CS and PR methods. In the
90th percentile, the differences were 7.8; 7.0 and 11.2
percentage points for LI, CS and PR methods,
respectively. These data also indicate a similar
performance of the LI and CS methods and their
superiority in relation to the PR method. Again, the
outliers in Figure 4 for the three methods occurred for
the ASP3 configuration operating at 400 kPa pressure, in
which atypical distributions along two diagonals were
recorded in the field tests. The boxplots show a tendency
 better CUC values determined with estimated irrigation
depths as compared to CUC values obtained from
observed data. This behavior was expected since that
any discrepancies obtained in catch cans located outside
of the diagonals (Figure 1) are not captured when
Figure 4: Difference expressed in percentage points for CUC values obtained from the modeled and observed irrigation depths, for
a simulated sprinkler head spacing of 18 m x 18 m and for the methods linear interpolation (LI), cubic spline (CS) and second-degree
polynomial regression (PR).
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estimates are made using the modeling methods.
However, variations in the distribution of irrigation water,
collected at the canopy level, tend to be mitigated by the
soil-water redistribution process. This effect promote
better uniformity of the water content in the soil as
compared to that of collected irrigation depths (Al-
Kufaishi et al., 2009; Rezende t al., 1998; Simionesei et
al., 2016). The crop canopy is another factor that can
contribute to improving the uniformity of irrigation
distribution (Zapata et al., 2018).
General data set analysis
Scatterplots were generated using observed and
modeled irrigation depths for 3480 data points (120 data
points for each of the 29 field tests; Figure 5). The
coefficients of determination obtained from the regression
indicate a better performance of the LI and CS methods
(R2 = 0.93) compared to the PR method (R2 = 0.89). The CS
method provided the regression coefficient closest to one
and the constant closest to zero, with the regressed line
almost overlapping the 1:1 line, indicating it performed
better than the LI method.
The spatial distributions of the mean of the absolute
error (AE) calculated for each grid cell of the 29 field tests
are shown in Figure 6. As expected, the highest AE values
were observed in grid cells close to the sprinkler head,
where the largest irrigation depths were applied. The
highest AE values were determined when using the PR
method (maximum AE of 1.35 mm) and the lowest for the
CS method (maximum AE of 0.98 mm). The highest AE for
one grid cell was 1.08 mm when using the LI method.
The characterization of the RE distributions obtained
with the application of the methods LI, CS and PR is
shown in Figure 7 and Table 1. Corroborating the previous
analyzes, the CS and LI methods outperformed the PR
method. The CS method provided a mean closest to zero,
the lowest interquartile interval and the lowest standard
deviation, which indicates the best performance.
However, the highest amplitude between maximum and
minimum values was obtained for this method. Despite
the short interquartile intervals, there is considerable
variation in the RE and the occurrence of extreme values,
which is reflected in the leptokurtic pattern (kurtosis >
3) of the distributions. The mode for the three
Figure 5: Scatterplots of observed versus modeled irrigation depths (mm) and the regressed line for the linear interpolation (LI), cubic
spline (CS) and second-degree polynomial regression (PR) methods.
Figure 6: Spatial distribution of the mean absolute error (mm) obtained by applying the linear interpolation (LI), cubic spline (CS)
and second-degree polynomial regression (PR) methods.
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distributions were equal to zero and the asymmetries
(distortion) are negative. The RE in the 10th percentile
were -31.1%, -31.3% and -42.2% for the LI, CS and PR
methods, respectively. The calculated 90th percentile
values of RE were 35.2%, 33.1% and 49.4%, respectively,
for the LI, CS and PR methods.
Additional discussion
The analysis applied to the general data set agreed
with that performed in the results grouped by field tests
indicating acceptable performance for the CS and LI
methods.  The PR method presented a lower performance,
as indicated by the distribution of the coefficient of
efficiency (Figure 3C), the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test
(Figure 3D) and the results shown in the figures 5 to 7.
Studying approaches to evaluate the irrigation uniformity
of mobile sprinkler machine based on catch-can tests, Ge
et al. (2018) verified the adequacy of the methods cubic
spline and degree-six polynomial.
The effect of the wind stands out among the factors
that can cause differences in the distribution of irrigation
depths obtained with the conventional and the proposed
methods. Depending on the speed and on the variation in
direction, the wind may cause a significant reduction in
uniformity and irrigation efficiency (Darko et al., 2017;
Salvatierra-Bellido et al., 2018). It was found that the
proposed methods showed a worsening in performance
for conditions of low observed CUCs. By analyzing MAE
data in comparison with observed CUC for each field test,
we found correlation coefficients of -0.86, -0.83 and -0.76
for the LI, CS and PR methods, respectively.
Reducing the distances between catch cans located
in the diagonals could improve the performance of the
proposed methods. The distance used in our  field tests
may have prevented the recording of significant variations
of the irrigation depths, especially in positions close to
the sprinkler, as also observed by Zhang et al. (2018).
Reducing the distances between catch cans in the
diagonals, for instance, to 3 m (instead of 4.24 m), with 1.5
m between the sprinkler head and the first catch-can
Figure 7: Distribution of the relative error to the means of each test (RE) obtained with the application of the methods of linear
interpolation (LI), cubic spline (CS) and second-degree polynomial regression (PR).
Table 1: Characterization of the probability distributions of
the relative error to the means of each test (RE, %) obtained
with the application of the linear interpolation (LI), cubic spline
(CS) and second-degree polynomial regression (PR) methods
Statistic L I C S P R
Mean (%) 3.4 1.0 4.9
Median (%) 4.3 1.1 5.7
Mode (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Standard deviation (%) 31.2 30.5 38.7
Distortion -1.3 -1.3 -0.8
Kurtosis 10.6 11.5 5.8
Minimum (%) -269.1 -281.7 -265.6
Maximum (%) 168.4 168.4 144.9
1st quartile (%) -6.9 -9.4 -10.8
3rd quartile (%) 18.9 14.6 26.5
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(instead of 2.12 m) would allow a better detailing in
recording the irrigation depths. In this configuration, 36
catch cans would be required at the four alignments, i.e.,
25% of the number used in the usual methodology. The
field test area covered for this configuration would be
12.5% greater than that considered in Figure 1.
The proposed methodology by applying the LI and
CS procedures can be used for simulations of continuous
distribution of irrigation depths in irrigated area
(densograms) considering the effect of overlaps, even in
situations where spacing between sprinklers heads are
smaller than the irrigation radius. Thus, larger portions of
the irrigated area, in addition to that delimited by sets of
four sprinklers heads, could be analyzed using
computational modeling applied to studies of uniformity
and efficiency of irrigation.
Adaptations in the proposed methodology can be
applied to develop additional tools for analysis of
uniformity tests for other irrigation methods, such as center
pivot and microsprinkler. Procedures for standard testing
of the center pivots are described by the Brazilian
Association for Technical Standards (ABNT) NBR ISO
11545: 2016 (ABNT, 2016), in which the use of at least two
catch-can lines is recommended. The use of two or more
lines covering the area can make it possible to record
variations in irrigation distribution due to irregularities in
topography, variation in wind conditions or instability in
the pumping operation. Methods like LI and CS associated
to the procedure synthesized in the Equation 1 could be
used to model the distribution of irrigation throughout
the area.
For the microsprinkler method, procedures usually
focus on the flow rate variation (Mazzer t al., 2008).
However, the spatial water distribution is relevant in
determining the proper positioning of the emitter in relation
to plants, especially in the initial development stages of
the crops. The methods proposed here can be adapted to
generate the distribution of irrigation depths around a
microsprinklers.
CONCLUSIONS
The modelling of the two-dimensional spatial
distribution of irrigation depths by using linear and cubic
spline interpolation methods, associated with a procedure
that uses the angular distance as weighting factor, is
suitable for evaluating the water application uniformity.
The fitting method based on second-degree
polynomial regression in the configuration studied here
performs poorly, not being recommended.
The mean absolute error between the observed and
modeled spatial distributions of the irrigation depths is
greater for irrigations with lower application uniformity.
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